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ABSTRACT

OpenSHMEM is a library interface implementation and specification that enables the implementation of the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) model. It exports modern RDMA network functionality and communication semantics to applications very efficiently. There are many closed source implementations of OpenSHMEM for modern RDMA interconnects such as InfiniBand and Cray’s Gemini and Aries. Given the important role that Cray systems play in HPC, in this paper, we present an open source implementation of OpenSHMEM for Cray XE/XK/XC systems.

To implement OpenSHMEM, we use the uGNI interface. uGNI is a generic interface that is designed for multiple programming models. The interface fits well the goal of UCCS. Having OpenSHMEM with UCCS-uGNI allows usage of the same implementation over multiple interconnects. This also translates into many advantages that come with common code such as resource sharing, increasing productivity because of less code maintenance, etc. Preliminary results show that OpenSHMEM-UCCS performs comparable to state-of-the-art Cray SHMEM for Put, Get, and AMO operations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.6 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS]: Internetworking—Standards

1. INTRODUCTION

OpenSHMEM is a de-facto standard that enables the implementation of the PGAS programming model, and defines the SHMEM library API. It is an open source effort lead by a community including academic, research, and industry institutions. There are many production-grade closed source implementations of the SHMEM library API, SGI’s Message Passing Toolkit (MPT), Cray’s SHMEM library implementation for Aries and Gemini interconnects, HP’s SHMEM library to name a few. Unlike closed source software, the OpenSHMEM open source availability enables users to research and develop new capabilities (extensions) in OpenSHMEM [4].

The current communication middleware technologies typically take two approaches. First, a subset of communication packages provide flexible and high performance APIs for specific network hardware technologies; however, this poses a challenge for programming model developers who want to develop codes for multiple platforms. Second, by using a more universal approach and tune APIs for specific programming models they lack broader interface reconciliation. UCCS answers the demand for a universal, low-level, high performance, multi-platform/protocol/network, scalable, and open source network library [5].

The Universal Common Communication Substrate (UCCS) is a single low-level communication substrate that exposes high-performance communication primitives, and provides network platform interoperability. The UCCS API is hardware agnostic which isolates the programmer from hardware specific details. It defines several key concepts for achieving data transfers, which are represented using opaque handles that contain all the necessary information. A communication context is a method which provides a communication scope and isolates multiple instances of user or system code. A communication resource represents a communication channel such as Cray’s Gemini, Mellanox’ Infiniband, etc. An endpoint represents the destination for a communication process. UCCS selects a specific endpoint to com-
The Titan HPC system. Each node consists of two 8-core processors and a Cray Gemini high-speed interconnect router. Our tests use the OpenSHMEM reference implementation and the most recent UCCS release. We compare our results against state-of-the-art Cray/SHMEM v7.0.0 library. For our benchmarks we used the Ohio Micro-Benchmark suite [1]. The tests consisted of Put, Get, and 64 bit AMO operations to validate and compare our results.

3. RESULTS

The preliminary results of this implementation were conducted on a Cray system located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The testbed system’s architecture resembles the Titan HPC system. Each node consists of two 8-core processors and 32GB of RAM running Cray Linux Environment version . Two nodes share a Cray Gemini high-speed interconnect router. Our tests use the OpenSHMEM reference implementation and the most recent UCCS release. We compare our results against state-of-the-art Cray/SHMEM v7.0.0 library. For our benchmarks we used the Ohio Micro-Benchmark suite [1]. The tests consisted of Put, Get, and 64 bit AMO operations to validate and compare our results.

3.0.1 Message Put

The Put benchmark measures the latency of a `shmem_put()` operation for different data transfers. The user selects if the buffer is allocated in global or heap memory. This test performs on exactly 2 processing elements (PEs). PE-1 issues a `shmem_putmem()` operations and then calls SHMEM `shmem_setenv()`. This test is repeated using 1 to 8M byte data transfer sizes and taking the average round-trip latency required to complete each communication call. In this, as well as the following tests, we used the symmetric heap option.

In Figure 3 we can observe the latency difference when sending 1 to 64K byte data transfers between PE-0 and PE-1. The results are encouraging showing comparable, ≈3% variation, latency results against Cray’s SHMEM implementation. The performance switch around 4K byte data transfers can be explained by Cray SHMEM switch from FMA to BTE at 4K byte transfer sizes.

In Figure 4 we can observe the latency difference when sending larger, 128K to 8M byte, data transfers. Similarly, our experiment shows that our put latency is comparable to Cray’s SHMEM implementation.

3.0.2 Message Get

The Get benchmark measures the latency of a `shmem_get()` operation for different data transfers. The user selects if the buffer is allocated in global or heap memory. This test performs on exactly 2 processing elements (PEs). PE-1 issues a `shmem_getmem()` operations and then calls SHMEM `shmem_setenv()`. This test is repeated using 1 to 8M byte data transfer sizes and taking the average round-trip latency required to complete each communication call. In this, as well as the following tests, we used the symmetric heap option.

In Figure 3 we can observe the latency difference when sending 1 to 64K byte data transfers between PE-0 and PE-1. The results are encouraging showing comparable, ≈3% variation, latency results against Cray’s SHMEM implementation. The performance switch around 4K byte data transfers can be explained by Cray SHMEM switch from FMA to BTE at 4K byte transfer sizes.

In Figure 4 we can observe the latency difference when sending larger, 128K to 8M byte, data transfers. Similarly, our experiment shows that our put latency is comparable to Cray’s SHMEM implementation.

2.2Ghz AMD Opteron (Interlagos) processor and 32GB of RAM running Cray Linux Environment version . Two nodes share a Cray Gemini high-speed interconnect router. Our tests use the OpenSHMEM reference implementation and the most recent UCCS release. We compare our results against state-of-the-art Cray/SHMEM v7.0.0 library. For our benchmarks we used the Ohio Micro-Benchmark suite [1]. The tests consisted of Put, Get, and 64 bit AMO operations to validate and compare our results.
The Get benchmark is similar to Put except that the sender, PE-0, issues a shmem_getmem() function call to read from PE-1. Similarly to the Put test, the benchmark reports the average round-trip latency required to complete a single Get operation. Figure 5 shows the latency difference for 1 to 64K byte data transfers. In Figure 6 we can observe the latency difference for larger, 128K to 8M byte, data transfers. Due to the relative subpar performance of Cray’s shmem_getmem() operation Cray recommends to use shmem_get64() which is tailored for 8byte alligned messages and does not support non-aligned operations. In order to demonstrate performance we modified the original benchmark. Notice the latency disparity manifesting for data transfers larger than 512 bytes using Cray’s shmem_getmem() operation, and for data transfers larger than 4K bytes using UCCS’ shmem_getmem() compared to Cray’s shmem_get64() operation. We believe that there is an optimization issue when using Cray’s shmem_getmem() operation. Moreover, it is evident from the results in Figure 6 that Cray’s shmem_get64() operation outperforms ours by a significant margin. We omitted the results in Figure 6 that Cray’s shmem_getmem() operation tailored for 8byte alligned data transfers. At present our implementation does not support 32bit and swap AMO operations and we plan to implement them.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The motivation of this paper is to introduce the High-Performance OpenSHMEM reference implementation using UCCS-uGNI component. As part of this effort we identified vendor SHMEM implementation variations which we concluded were likely implementation errors and we notified the vendor accordingly. The UCCS-uGNI transport layer code-paths have to be carefully considered in order to stay competitive. We compared OpenSHMEM reference implementation using UCCS-uGNI transport layer against state-of-the-art Cray SHMEM library. While our initial results are encouraging, there are several issues left to be resolved. First, we must reconsider the Get (shmem_getmem()) operation to stay comparable with Cray’s shmem_get64() operation tailored for 8byte alligned data transfers. At present our implementation does not support 32bit and swap AMO operations and we plan to implement them.
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